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Novak Manojlovic is the 2019 Freedman Jazz Fellow 

 
 

Novak Manojlovic: obvious virtuosity at the piano and synthesiser 

keyboards…PHOTO CREDIT ANTHONY BROWELL 
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ERIC MYERS 

 

A large audience in the 300-seater Opera House Studio was treated to an 

evening of unusually innovative jazz on Sunday night, when three finalists 

competed for the lucrative $20,000 Music Trust Freedman Jazz Fellowship. 
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They were vocalist Elly Hoyt and pianists Novak Manojlovic and Harry 

Sutherland, each performing for about half-an-hour with their own small 

ensembles. With the exception of Hoyt’s version of the Charlie Chaplin 

standard Smile, all music was composed by the three contestants. 

 

Manojlovic opened with a suite of three works, accompanied by Jacques Emery 

(bass) and Tully Ryan (drums). He was able to take the listener on an 

enthralling trip, courtesy of an obvious virtuosity at the piano and synthesiser 

keyboards. 

 

The awarding of the fellowship to Manojlovic, at the conclusion of the concert, 

was no surprise. 

 

 
 

Elly Hoyt: a slender voice which can lose presence in the sound mix… 

 

While political protest is not unknown in American jazz – think Billie Holiday’s 

Strange Fruit in 1939– a didactic work such as Elly Hoyt’s Eaten Fish Suite, a 

trenchant criticism of current Australian government policy on asylum seekers, 

has rarely been attempted before in Australian jazz, as far as I know.  

 

Hoyt has a slender voice that can lose presence in the sound mix. While she was 

backed by splendid players Matt McMahon (piano), Phil Stack (bass) and James 

Waples (drums), more care was needed to ensure that her voice projected 

strongly, particularly when she reverted to the spoken monologues that 

contained her political message.  

 

Harry Sutherland, on keyboards, presented a suite of his own compositions, 

performing with Thomas Avgenicos (trumpet) and again Tully Ryan (drums). 
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Sutherland expertly played keyboard bass on his synthesiser, compensating for 

the absence of an orthodox bassist.  

 

His music, full of lyrical beauty, and more redolent of the jazz tradition than the 

other finalists, brought the concert to a brilliant conclusion. 

 

 
 

Harry Sutherland: his music more redolent of the jazz tradition than the other 

finalists…PHOTO COURTESY SIMA 

 

With the Freedman Foundation, the Music Trust, ABC Jazz, the Sydney 

Improvised Music Association, and ABC radio’s James Valentine all committed 

to excellence at this iconic event, it is a pity that the sound, while good overall, 

was often short of excellent. 

 

In a concert hall with a high ceiling such as The Studio, more co-ordination 

between musicians and sound technicians would be helpful in relation to the 

sound level of the acoustic piano, and also in relation to counselling drummers, 

such as Waples and Ryan, to play at a whisper in such venues.  

 

In relation to achieving good sound balance, visiting American jazz artists have 

recently shown the way. When will the penny drop in Sydney? 

 

While the three judges, Mike Nock, Gai Bryant and Matt Keegan, were 

considering their verdict, a delightful half-hour set of straight-ahead modern 

jazz was played by the Hauptmann siblings, Zoe (double bass), Ben (guitar) and 
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James (drums). The sound balance was excellent here, given that there was no 

acoustic piano to amplify; the lead instrument (guitar) was strongly amplified 

and therefore clear as a bell; and James provided an object lesson in how to play 

the drums in such a venue. He often used brushes rather than sticks, and was 

wholly sensitive as to how his sound would be received out in the audience. 

 

 
 

A delightful half-hour set of straight-ahead modern jazz was played by the 

Hauptmann siblings, including Zoe (double bass, below), and Ben (guitar, 

above)… PHOTOS COURTESY CHRIS RUHLE & BRIAN STEWART 
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